Ford f150 brake controller installation

This integrated brake controller allows the driver to automatically or manually activate the
electronic brakes on properly equipped trailers for greater stopping power on downhill grades.
Drivers can customize the amount of brake force applied to the trailer brakes depending on the
load, and independent of the truck's brakes. Installation of this product would be rated a 2 out
of 5. It is recommended prior to installing any automotive electronics that the negative battery
terminal be disconnected. All orders are processed within business days. Orders are not
shipped on weekends or holidays. If we are experiencing a high volume of orders, shipments
may be delayed by a few days. Please allow additional days in transit for delivery. If there will be
a significant delay in shipment of your order, we will contact you via email or telephone.
Shipping charges and delivery estimates for your order will be calculated and displayed at
checkout. You will receive a Shipment Confirmation email once your order has shipped
containing your tracking number s. The tracking number will be active within 24 hours. All fees
imposed during or after shipping are the responsibility of the customer tariffs, taxes, etc. If you
received your order damaged, please contact the shipment carrier to file a claim. Add to Cart.
Add to wishlist Add to compare. What's This? You can only add a factory trailer brake controller
to F's with a factory installed tow package featuring a receiver hitch and 2 trailer connection
plugs 7 pin and 4 pin. If your truck doesn't have the Ford factory installed receiver and only has
the 4 pin trailer plug and bumper hitch, this will not work for you. Product Reviews. Thank you
for visiting and shopping at Infotainment. Shipment processing time: All orders are processed
within business days. Customs, Duties and Taxes: Infotainment. Damages: Infotainment. Please
save all packaging materials and damaged goods before filing a claim. Also Purchased. Quick
View. Add to Cart Add to wishlist. Just added to your wishlist:. My Wishlist Continue. You've
just added this product to the cart:. Go to cart page Continue. Product Price Quantity Options.
Features Availability: Price Options Actions. Helena St. Lucia St. Martin St. Shipping Methods.
Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of ford trailer brake controller wiring diagram. A wiring diagram
is a streamlined conventional pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the components
of the circuit as simplified forms, as well as the power as well as signal links between the
gadgets. A wiring diagram typically provides details regarding the loved one placement and
setup of tools as well as terminals on the gadgets, in order to help in building or servicing the
tool. A photographic diagram would reveal extra detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring
diagram makes use of a much more symbolic notation to highlight affiliations over physical
look. A wiring diagram is commonly used to troubleshoot problems and to earn certain that all
the connections have been made which every little thing exists. Click on the image to enlarge,
and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. An initial take a look at a
circuit diagram might be complex, yet if you can review a metro map, you could check out
schematics. The function coincides: receiving from factor A to direct B. Literally, a circuit is the
course that allows power to circulation. If you know exactly what to look for, it ll become force
of habit. While in the beginning you ll just read them, ultimately you will start creating your own.
This overview will show you a few of the usual icons that you make certain to see in your future
electric design profession. Voltage: Measured in volts V , voltage is the pressure or pressure of
electrical energy. This is typically provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains electrical
power, the outlets in your home operate at V. Outlets in other countries operate at a different
voltage, which is why you need a converter when traveling. Present: Existing is the circulation
of electrical power, or more especially, the circulation of electrons. It is measured in Amperes
Amps , and also could only flow when a voltage supply is attached. Resistance: Determined in
Ohms R or O , resistance specifies exactly how conveniently electrons can move via a material.
Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they conveniently permit flow of
movement reduced resistance. Plastic, timber, and also air are examples of insulators,
hindering the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Current. DC is a continuous
flow of current in one instructions. DC could stream not simply via conductors, but
semi-conductors, insulators, as well as a vacuum. Air Conditioner Rotating Current. In AC, the
flow of current regularly rotates between 2 instructions, typically creating a sine wave. The
frequency of AC is determined in Hertz Hz , as well as is typically 60 Hz for electricity in
residential and also company purposes. Finishing an electrical engineering level and also after
that getting a job in the field suggests you will certainly see a great deal a great deal a whole lot
of these schematics. It s essential to understand specifically just what is going on with these.
Beginning to make feeling? These are the essentials as well as might also appear noticeable or
instinctive to you, such as the cords and also if they are attached. Whenever you establish your
particular field of electric design, you may see a lot more intricate diagrams and signs. You ll
learn additionally that various countries use different symbols. You will certainly additionally
find out about the different symbols utilized for switches, other power supplies, inductors,
meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and much a lot more. When I bought my F, one of

the first things I needed to do was to add a controller for towing. The truck already had the
towing package, so all I needed was the brake controller and a hitch to go in to the factory
installed receiver. Hopkins Agility Brake Controller. Wiring on Hopkins Brake Controller. As you
can see in the photo above, the Hopkins brake controller comes with all the wires labeled for
easy identification. The F comes with a harness to easily add a brake controller. One end wires
up to your new brake controller, the other end plugs right in under the dash. Hooking the brake
controller up is as easy as connecting the wires from the brake controller to the harness and
plugging it in. Factory Ford Brake Controller Harness. The brake controller harness that comes
with the F is equally easy to use and well labeled. I decided to add some female connectors to
the end of the Ford harness so I could simply plug it in to the brake controller plug. Hopkins
offers a harness that simply plugs in to the controller and truck, but it seemed senseless to buy
a harness when Ford included one. As you can see, the connector is a little to wide to fit in the
connector. No problem. First I crimped the female connectors to the end of the Ford brake
controller harness. Not the gap between the left side and right side. Now the important part!
NEVER assume the wires will simply match up by color. Follow the directions and labels on the
wires. The Hopkins harness is as follows:. The Ford harness is as follows:. Now that the
harness is done, I needed a place to mount it. In the photo above you can see where I drilled a
hole in the metal under the dash. The brake controllers bracket is bolted to the other end. If I
had tried to mount it to the bottom lip of the dash, it would have stuck out to far. Look under the
dash for the connection:. Unplug the harness above. Plug your new harness in to that above.
We need to add the fuse and relay for the brake controller in the fuse box under the hood. The
fuse box is right in the front of the engine compartment. You need to install the fuse included
with your Ford brake controller harness in slot Then install the new relay in slot 9. Now just
follow the directions from the brake controller manufacturer for testing the controller. Installing
a brake controller on a Ford F Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: Feb 25 - Only 2 left in
stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Fairway Ford Parts. Sold by. Include
Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked screens due to normal use covered from day
one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within
minutes. Add No Thanks. Brand: Ford. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three
to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Ships from and sold by Fairway Ford Parts. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by 1A
Auto. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous
page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers
who bought this item also bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Superior to aftermarket Brake controllers. Verified Purchase. Buy it and a cheapo OBD2
bluetooth dongle. Visit FORScan online unlock developer key and boom you can enable it
yourself, keep the money in your pocket, instead of the ford dealership. I bought one and
returned it because it did not fit the vehicle connector - or so I thought. I ordered another one
from a different online supplier, and it did not fit either - thats when I suspected there was
something I had missed. The vehicle connector has a cap on it that does not look like a cap. It
looks like a connector. I had to remove the cap and then it fit. I was installing in a F So if yours
does not fit, take a look and see if the connector has a cap So glad I got it! I am so glad that I got
this controller, it works awesome! Looks great and I don't have a big ugly box hanging off my
dash! Well worth the extra money, I was worried that the dealer would cost a fortune or wouldn't
program it! I put this on a f xlt. Took only 10 min to install so easy! By billy on August 7, Images
in this review. Watch the many install videos on the web. Make sure your fuse and relay are
installed as well. Works as it should. I had issues with a brand new car hauler 7 pin connector.
Almost forgot, I did have to have the dealership turn it on. The benefits justify the cost. Easy to
install, all components and instructions are included. Local Ford dealer charged 0. Don't be
cheap; this controller is well worth the money! Aftermarket controllers are much less expensive,
but they are do not integrate with the dashboard controls and cannot be mounted flush. The
brake controller came as expected! Took me a few days to get around to installing it. When I did

get to it,half hour later I had it installed! Didn't get to a dealership until just today! They flashed
it and it works great! I recommend this seller! Bought this one to fit my F XLT. Since it's OEM it
fits perfectly and the blue backlight matches the rest of the dash perfectly as opposed to some
of the other ones with green lights. Easy to install with the help of a youtube video. Integrates
as it should with the dash screen after you have a mechanic turn on the function in the
computer or do it yourself if you have one of those. Looks great in the dash and was super easy
to install. Like others have said you will need to take the truck to Ford to get the computer to
recognize the controller. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. This switch was
supposed to fit a F, turns out it's an old version that won't work, had to go buy a new switch in
the middle of our vacation, an expense that wasn't expected. Report abuse
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